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I. Introduction 

Students in English language classes often have difficulty 

understanding why they should learn and follow rules for gram

mar, spelling and punctuation. The same students readily accept 

laws set down by teachers in mathematics and science classes, 

and the facts presented in history lessons. Such students have 

been talking for as long as they can remember and writing almost 

as long. If one can be understood, they wonder, why should he 

have to use rules in order to communicate in his native lan

guage? 

Many students and teachers fail to realize that language 

is utilized and studied both artistically and scientifically. 

English classes are often referred to as Language Arts classes, 

with emphasis on creative writing, poetry, and literature. So 

often, the scientific and factual aspects of language study 

are neglected or taken for granted. 

Scientific rules and patterns for language use do exist in 

the present, based on observations of the rules and patterns 

of the past. Knowledge of past events, hopefully, will lead 

students to the conclusion that the restrictions imposed upon 

grammar, spelling and punctuation are legitimate and do make 

sense. 

1 



II. Why Study the History of a Language? 

The history of the English language is not merely a brief 

recount of certain events of the past that affect the way we 

speak and write today; it is actually a simple introdution to 

linguistics. Linguists are scientists in the fullest sense. 

They study a language systematically, according to the basic 

principles utilized in the scientific method. 

Scientists observe factual events and experiences which 

stimulate their curiosity. Based on what they know, scientists 

formulate theories, possible answers to their questions. They 

then develop a formal hypothesis, a logical and probable solu

tion, yet one which is still only tentative and requires veri

fication before it can be considered to be true and valid. The 

scientist forms his hypothesis by searching for patterns and 

forms among the many events he has observed and recorded. 

Linguistics is a highly specialized science. Like many sci

ences, it derives its title from a Latin word, lingua, which 

means language. Linguists study the growth and development of 

a language, scientifically, by examining speech sounds, word 

forms, syntax (the relationship among words in a sentence), 

and semantics (the meanings of words), as nearly as they can be 

assumed to have been applied by a particular group of human 

beings at a specific point in time. Linguists take political 

and social developments and geographical separation into account 

and look for the patterns within the language around which known 

facts can be framed. Supporting evidence, past, present and 
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future, is the verification a scientist needs to make his hypo

thesis a probable truth. 

No scientist can study the future, though some scientists 

can experiment with future possibilities and see short term 

results which support their hypotheses. Linguists must rely 

mainly on the past, on change within a language which has taken 

place over many generations. They must depend on the accuracy 

of human beings who wrote and told of past events, and compare 

and contrast those events which they consider to be factual 

with what they see happening in the present. They can occasion

ally speculate logically on possible future variations in the 

spelling, grammar, and vocabulary of a language. 
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III. Language and Early Man 

For hundreds of thousands of years, men and beasts have 

co~nhabited earth. During this time, animal society has remained 

basically unchanged; dogs still chase cats, cats catch birds, 

and birds build nests, exactly as they built them when time began. 

The life of an animal is controlled by its environment, a situ

ation it cannot change and must adapt to instinctively. Man, 

however, has been constantly changing and developing his envi

ronment. He possesses an ability beyond instinct that cannot be 

satisfactorily explained, that can be simply called "reason."l 

Early men and animals both had the ability to produce sounds 

by using the organs of the mouth, throat, and chest designed for 

eating and breathing. In a few animals, certain birds for 

instance, these organs are arranged so they can produce noises 

almost identical to human words. Some animals can even communi-

cate, on a primitive level, using sounds. Yet no animal has 

developed a sound system as complex and effective as man's sys

tem: language. 

Language is a complex network of interdependent symbols. A 

sound or group of sounds represents a spoken word; a word is a 

representation of any action, object, or condition that a human 

being might wish to understand or communicate. Writing develops 

after speaking. Written words consist of letters or groups of 

letters; sentences are made up of groups of words. Grammar is 

nothing more than an arrangement of verbal or written word sym

bols in such a way as is clearly understood by a group of people. 

4 
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Vocabulary refers to the collection of words used, and spelling, 

to the representation of these words as clusters of specific, 

visible symbols. 

When studying the history of a language, or any history, it 

is interesting to keep in mind that only humans record their own 

past and anticipate their own future. Without language as a tool, 

it is impossible to describe yesterday or tomorrow. Man without 

language would be living instinctively, like an animal, only in 

the present. 

It is practically impossible for linguists to explain how or 

when man first began to use this vital tool. Nowhere does our 

history of mankind carry us back to a time when man does not have 

2 a language. Language is essential to human existence, and has 

progressed and changed with mankind. When a language stops 

changing, either because everyone who spoke it is dead, or 

because, like Latin, it is recorded and preserved with· a par-

ticular system; we call it a dead language. English is very 

much alive, as actively growing as those who use it. It is very 

young compared to many other languages, only about fifteen hun-

dred years old. 
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1 ~ I 
Geza Revesz, The Origins and Prehistory of Language (New 

York: Philosophical Library, 1956), pp. 5-6. 

2 Albert C. Baugh, ~ History of the English Language, 2nd ed. 

(New York: Appleton, 1957), p. 47. 



- IV. The Land of the Britons 

Julius Caesar invaded England, called Britany in 55 B.C., 

and found tribes of non-English speaking people called Britons 

or Celts. He was surprised by the energy and number of their 

tribes, who beat his tired soldiers back. Caesar returned the 

next year and the next, but, in spite of his military knowledge 

and organized troops, he could not overcome these wild, warring 

people. 

Not until A.D. 43, a hundred years later, did Britany fall 

at the hand of the mighty Roman Empire, now lead by the Emperor 

Claudius. Roman soldiers carefully guarded the Southern por

tions of the island for more than three hundred years. They 

never marched as far North as present-day Scotland or Wales, 

and in fact built a wall, called Hadrian's Wall, from shore to 

shore to keep out tribes who were not subject to Roman rule. 3 

Although the Romans and the Celts lived together for so many 

years, Latin did not replace the Celtic language in Britany as 

it had replaced the language of the Gauls in France. The Celts 

did not read or write in their own Celtic, so only a few city 

dwellers and members of the upperclass learned the Latin alpha

bet and language. Latin fell out of use when the Romans with

drew in A.D. 410. 4 

A few words, however, dealing with trade and war, found their 

way into the Celtic vocabulary. Castra, the Latin word for "camp" 

was adopted by the Celts as a suffix -"ceaster." Today, the names 

of many English counties and cities end in -caster, -cester, or 

-chester (Doncaster, Lancaster, Gloucester, Worcester, Dorches

ter, Colchester, Manchester, Winchester), the moderns forms of 
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the original Latin word. Similarly, vicus "village" was bor

rowed by Celts as the suffix -wic, found in modern England's 

Greenwich, Ipswich, Norwich, Sandwich, Keswick and Warwick. 

8 

When the Romans left to attend to problems at home, the 

Celts, who had long depended on the soldiers' protection, were 

defenseless. By A.D. 449, they had a big problem of their own; 

Teutonic tribes, mainly from Denmark and Germany, began to attack 

their island. The Angles, Saxons, and Jutes overran Britany 

in no time at all, and began settling and sending for their fami

lies and friends. The invading Teutons spoke languages s~milar 

enough to each other that they could understand each other, but 

not the Celts. The Celtic language was completely overwhelmed 

almost as quickly as the homeland had been. The Celts' vocabu

lary shared only a few words with the Teutonic vocabulary, deal

ing mainly with items of trade, which carried over in many lan

guages from Latin influence on the entire European continent. 

The chart below demonstrates the effect of Latin words on Old 

English and Latin. 

A Few Continental Latin Borrowings: 

Latin Old English Modern English 

ancora ancor anchor 

arca earc ark 

calc cealc chalk 

candela candel candle 

caseus cese cheese 

catillus cetel kettle 

cista cest chest 
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Latin Old English Modern English -
coquina cycene kitchen 

discus disc dish 

ladtuca leahtric lettuce 

magister '" maegester master 

milia passum 
"a thousand paces" mil mile 

mango mangere monger "trader" . 

piper piper pepper 

pirum peru pear 

pondo pund pound 

portus port port 

regula regol rule 

saccus sacc sack 

secula sicol sickle 

tegula tigle tile 

valIum weall wall 

via strata 
"road layered" straet street 

vinum win wine 

Use some common sense and a dictionary to identify other 

English words which have developed from these Latin sources. 

Modern forms can also be found in French, Spanish, Italian, 

Portuguese, and Rumanian: the Romance languages. 

-
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v. The Old English Period: A.D. 449 to 1100 

The Teutons divided Britany into several kingdoms, each with 

its own local leader, but intermingled considerably. Old English 

is a gradual fusion of the languages spoken by the Angles, Saxons 

and Jutes. 5 The early speakers of English left no written 

records, although they did have an alphabet of sorts known as 

the Runic Alphabet. The word rune means "secret;" the letters 

were used to etch religious charms and magic spells in tree bark 

or pieces of wood. 6 

The Tuetons, unlike the Celts who had been converted by the 

Romans, were not Christians, and the Celts made little or no 

attempt to Christianize their conquerors. Then in the sixth 

century, in the year A.D. 597, Pope Gregory sent a missionary 

named St. Augustine to King Ethelbert, the ruler of a southern 

region. About the same time, Irish priests were ministering to 

settlers in the North. Within seventy-five years nearly all of 

Britany had been Christianized. These priests and missionaries 

could write/Latin of course, and at Ethelbert's request they 

recorded a code of laws using the Latin Alphabet in the Old 

English language. 

As communication advanced, the island united, and by the year 

830 the Latin scribes refer to one man, King Egbert, as Rex 

Anglorum, the King of all the Angles. The Celts called the 

Teutons, in general, Saxons. The Roman writers called them 

Saxones and the land Saxonia at first, but gradually replaced 

these terms with Angli and Anglia. They frequently referred to 

the language as English. 7 

11 
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For the second time, the Romans, this time by means of their 

monks, priests, and missionaries, brought new knowledge to the 

British Isles and with it, new Latin words. Terms pertaining to 

religion, vegetation, animal life, and food were taken into the 

Old English vocabulary. 

Selected Sixth Century Borrowings in English8 

The Church 

abbot 

alms 

altar 

anthem 

apostle 

canon 

chalice 

circle 

cleric 

cowl 

Trees and Herbs 

aloes 

balsam 

box 

Food and Animals 

beet 

doe 

elephant 

crystal 

deacon 

disciple 

epistle 

hymn 

litany 

manna 

martyr 

mass 

minister 

fennel 

hyssop 

lily 

lentil 

lobster 

millet 

monk 

mountain 

organ 

pall 

palm 

pope 

priest 

provost 

psalm 

psalter 

mallow 

mulberry 

myrrh 

mussel 

oyster 

phoenix 

purple 

silk 

stole 

relic 

temple 

tunic 

shrive 

shrift 

verse 

plant 

savory 

radish 

sponge 
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Frem 871 to. 899 King Alfred reigned as ~ Anglerum. He leved 

writing and literature, and persenally translated many Latin werks 

into. English. He also. erdered menks to. keep a year-by-year recerd 

ef histerical events called The Angle-Saxen Chrenicle, which was 

9 centinued until the middle ef the twelfth century. unfertunately 

Kin9 had military, as well as literary, respensibili-

ties. Near the end ef the century, Scandinavian warriors began 

to. invade England. Alfred periedically battled these Danes, 

Swedes, and Nerwegians threughou~ his reign, as his sen and grand-

sen did also. threugheut the next century. Finding their ewn lan-

guage similar to. English, many Scandinavians settled peaceably 

en the island. In 1016, a Danish King, Cnut, became the new King 

ef England. When Alfred's line was restered in 1042, the Danes 

had already influenced English censiderably by bringing new werds 

and replacing seme eld enes. 

Scandinavian persenal preneuns had an initial nth" seund in 

their plural ferms, as de their medern descendents; they, their, 

and them. These "th" werds replaced Old English plurals which 

began with "h", as the medern third persen singular ferms "him" 

and "her" still de. lO 

Danish werds (are, back, been, bread, cast, egg, fellew, 

gate, hit, law, sister, sky, stack, take, till, and want) re-

placed er were used aleng with Old English werds. We still use 

"leaf", a ferm ef the Old English hlaef, but net nearly as gen

erally as the Scandinavian "bread." Shakespeare used beth an 

eld ferm welkin and the newer ferm "sky." 

In seme cases, the Danish influence changed the definitiens 

ef existing English terms. "Dream," fer example, meant "jey" 
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but soon adopted the meaning of a Scandinavian work draumer, "a 

vision in sleep." Dwellan, "to lead astray" came to mean "live" 

or "abide" as it does today, and plow: a measure of land became 

plow: a tool for breaking ground. 

Scandinavians introduced the hard "g" and "k" sounds into 

English. Old English used "sc" to represent the modern "sh" sound; 

therefore, fisc, disc, and scip preceded "fish," "dish," and 

"ship," and were pronounced identically. Current usage of both 

"sc" and "sk" to represent the "sk" sound is at least partially 

due to the introduction of words such as scathe, scorch, scowl, 

scot (meaning tax, as in "scotfree·), scrape, scrub, skill, and 

skirt. The "g" in Old English was normally pronounced "y". For 

example, compare old geard and modern "yard," or daeg and "day." 
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5 Baugh, pp. 57-58. 

6Thomas Pyles, The Origins and Development of the English 

Language, 2nd ed. (New York: Harcourt, 1971), p. 58. 

7 Baugh, p. 57. 
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80nly the modern English forms are listed. All of the words 

are defined in standard modern dictionaries. 

9E . Talbot Donaldson in ~ Norton Anthology of English 

Literature I ed. M. H. Abrams, etal., 3rd ed. (New York: Norton, 

1974) pp. 3-4. Hereafter cited as NAEL. 

laThe Old English 3rd person nominative singular, in the 

neuter gender, is"hit." 

----------------------------
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VI. The Mechanics of Old English 

Old English, like a foreign language, cannot be read or spoken 

by a person who knows modern English without extensive study. 

There are many differences in vocabulary, spelling, and especi-

ally in grammar. 

Some letters have fallen out of use, as have certain pronunci

a tions. Among them is the ~ , or ash (0. E. aesc) , which repre-

sented the short "a" sound. The ash is still used in some Euro-

pean languages, and in classical spellings such as: encyclo-

'"' d . "" pae ~a, caesar, and anaemia. Old English ~ (~, later written 

~), represented a clicking sound never used in modern speech. 

Its existence accounts for the "gh" in modern "knight" and 

"through." Old English writers, to the best of their ability, 

spelled words as they sounded. Though certain sounds have been 

lost, their letter symbols remain. Thus, the "kn" in knight, 

knife, and knee; the "mb" in comb and womb; and the "1" in walk, 

talk, and half. 

The grammar of modern English is based on a word-order/ana-

lytic system. For the most part, meaning is derived, from a 

sentence by knowing the definitions of the words and the signifi-

cance of their order in a sentence. Subject-verb-object is the 

most common order, though this is extremely simplified. A more 

complicated, yet typical example of the modern grammatical pro-

cess is an analysis like this one. 

prop.N, adi. ~ prop,N. 
S. V - nOlAn ffl<.r"!<er-D.O. - prep. - L O. -

Jan tossed the ball to Bob, 
l~ ___________ --~~ j 

main clause 

16 

pro. 
s. 

who 

,,' ! ...... 

v. - D,O. - adv. 
caught it quickly L ~ _____________ ) 

subordinate clause 
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+Unc. as adj. ob. prep. 
prep. - pasS. pro. - adj. - N . 
with his right hand 

l ~ 
V" 

adverbial phrase, modifies subordinate clause 

Here the simplified s-v-o order is supplemented with other 

17 

words in a sentence any English speaker readily understands. With-

out stopping to think, one can automatically analyze the sentence 

in terms of word order. The main subject-verb-indirect object 

(preceded by a noun indicator) come first. The relative pronoun 

"who" indicates that a subordinate clause, complete with its own 

S-V-O pattern and indicators, is to follow. Within that clause 

an adverb closely follows the verb (it could also precede), as 

does an adverbial phrase with its own noun indicator (preposi-

tion) , pronoun used as an adjective, and an adjective, preceding 

the noun they modify. This modern system is complex, but we are 

so accustomed to analyzing word order patterns that we use them 

without the least hesitation. 

Yet our word-order anlysis is simple compared to the inflected! 

_ synthetic system used in Latin and in Old English. To under-

stand a sentence under this method, one must be able to define 

the root words, and know the meanings and functions of the vari-

ous prefixes and suffixes (inflections) added or put together 

(synthesized) with the root word. The order of the words in an 

Old English sentence can be changed without changing the total 

meaning. 

An Old English noun had six different cases. (Modern English 

nouns have only two.) The various inflections tacked onto a word 

indicated whether the word functioned as a subject, a possessive, 

an indirect object, a direct object, an object of the preposition, 

---------------------------------------
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or an adverb. In addition to case inflection, an inflection was 

required to show number, that is, whether the word was singular 

or plural, and gender, whether it was masculine, feminine, or 

neuter. To confuse matters more, sex had nothing to do with 

deciding which gender the word belonged to. There were at least 

five types of nouns, each with its own complete set of inflections. 

Modern English uses only the root form of a noun and lets word 

order and function indicators do the rest to show how that word 

should be understood in the sentence. The only far-reaching 

influence of Old English inflection relates to the possessive 

nound SUffix "-'s," a throwback to the genative case inflection 

"-es" which indicated possessiveness in the major class of nouns 

in Old English. Also, in regard to number, modern English still 

uses a form of the Old English plural inflection for nouns when 

it adds "_s" or "-es." Compare, for example, O.E. hund and 

Modern English "dog" in terms of inflection to show singular and 

plural. Keep in mind that in Old English, this is the inflection 

that shows number for the noun only when it is used as a subject. 

In the other five cases, a different pair of inflections shows 

number. 

singular 

hund 

dog 

plural 

hundas 

dogs 

Many irregular plural forms in Modern English owe their 

irregularities to the complicated inflections of Old English. 

Compare these modern plurals with their ancient forms, as pre

sent day linguists have, and it is easy to see how they arrive 
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at the conclusion that these irregular plurals are actually logi-

cal developments in our language. 

Singular Plural 

Old English Modern English Old English Modern English 

oxa ox oxan oxen 

fot foot fet feet 

mann man menn men 

gos goose gees geese 

mus mouse mys mice 

Ius louse ~ lice 

deor deer deor deer 

An Old English adjective had to agree with the noun it modi-

fied in gender, number and case. There were more than one hun

dred possible suffixes, as each adjective had a matching inflec

tion for each noun. Today an adjective simply precedes the noun 

it modifies or, in the case of a predicate adjective, follows a 

linking verb. The only traces of adjective inflection found in 

our language today are the comparative and superlative suffixes, 

11 -er and -est. 

root 

comparative form 

superlative form 

Old Eng:lish 

heard 

g:od 

heardi:'a 

betra 

heardost 

betst 

Modern Eng:lish 

hard 

good 

harder 

better 

hardest 

best 
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Old English adverbs consisted mainly of adjectives or nouns 

with case suffixes added. The -ly suffix which characterizes 

modern adverbs is what remains of an old noun, lie meaning "body" 

or "shape," from which we derive our modern work "like." There

fore, "man-like" and "manly" are both developments of mannlic, 

12 or "man-shape." 

Modern verbs may seem complicated. They must, after all, agree 

with the subject in number, tense, and person; they show mood and 

voice; and there are many irregular forms. Yet verbs have been 

greatly simplified over the years. While the Old English verb 

had up to eighty-five different variations in the root, a modern 

verb has only four different root forms. For example, call, 

calls, called, and calling. All of the fine indications of mean

ing are created by the additions of helping verbs and auxiliaries. 

The past participle is always the same as the preterite form; 

we simply add "have" or "has." The infinitive form adheres to 

the simple formula, "to plus the root." 

Most modern verbs are "weak" verbs, or "regular" verbs. The 

preterite is formed by addin -d, -ed, or -t, what is known col

lectively as the dental suffix. This habit comes down through 

the years from a large group of Old English verbs that used 

-ode, -ede, or -de endings to show past action. These words are 

mostly regular and predictable and cause little or no confusion 

for students who are native speakers of English. 

A more complicated type of word, both then and now, is the 

"strong" verb. A "strong" or "irregular" verb forms its past 

tense by a vowel change within the word, as it did in Old English 

days. The past participle usually ended in -en. This accounts 

for many of our modern irregular, or strong verbs. 
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Eresent (root form) Ereterite EarticiEle 

bite bit bitten 

choose chose chosen 

rise rose risen 

eat ate eaten 

drink drank drunk (en) 

sink sank sunk (en) 

steal stole stolen 

take took taken 

give gave given 

"Drunk" and "sunk" are good examples of the constant evidence 

of linguistic change. The loss of the -en in the participial 

form is so recent that one hears, "The men have drunk," but 

"drunken men," or "The treasure has sunk," but "sunken treasure." 

Over the years some verbs with internal vowel change have 

taken on dental suffixes as well. 

Eresent :ereterite EarticiEle 

lose lost lost 

buy bought bought 

think thought thought 

catch caught caught 

bring brought brought 

creep crept crept 

bind bound bound 

Telltale evidence of the -en ending these verbs once had in their 

participial forms is found in "advice to the love-lorn," and 

"store boughten dress." 
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Many verbs which originally were strong have become weak by 

process of analogy. This is when speakers, consciously or 

unt.onsciously, make an "odd" word more like other words with the 

same function. 

Before leaving verbs, consider the many forms of the common 

verb "to be." 

I am / was we are / were 

you are / were you are / were 

he, she, it is / was they are / were 

have, has been is, are being 

The complexities of this conjugation owe to the fact that in Old 

English two verbs, wesan and beon, both meant "to be." Linguists 

believe that the two forms were used together for many years 

before a set pattern combining both forms, became the norm. 

Pronouns are almost as highly inflected in Modern English as 

they were in Old English, yet they are difficult to compare 

because pronouns fulfill S9 many different functions in a word 

order language. Our insistence on gender distinction in the third 

person singular pronouns: he, him, his, she, her, hers, it, it, 

its, are from Old English. Out of date thee, thou, thy, and 

thine are the remains of the second person singular "personal" 

form of address, still used in many foreign languages. Old Eng-

lish included the dual "we two" and "ye two" form as well as the 

singular and plural in number considerations. 

The "little" words, prepositions and conjunctions, were 
unin+'!ec.te..d in Old EnSI ish) ar. d were u.s ed 
less frequently than in modern word-order/analytic English. 
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In the middle of the eleventh century, King Edward, a descen

dent of Alfred, died without leaving a direct heir to the throne, 

and Harold, the son of a powerful nobleman, was elected king. A 

French Duke, William of Normandy, was a distant relative of King 

Edward and believed he had the rightful claim to the crown. He 

and his Normans attacked England and defeated King Harold at the 

Battle of Hastings in 1066, thus, his title, William the Conqueror. 

The Norman French took over the English government, influencing 

linguistic change very gradually, yet so completely that the year 

1066 significantly marks the end of the Old English Period. 
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.- 11 L. M. Myers, The Roots of Modern English, (Boston: 

Little, Brown, 1966), p. 87. 

p 
bPyles , pp. 152-53. 
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VII. The Middle English Period: A.D. 1066 to 1500 

With William's ascension to the throne of England, the Eng

lish language underwent drastic changes. French Norman assumed 

the high ranking positions in the court and the church, and Eng

lishmen, having no standard, official language after which to 

model their speech, began more and more to speak obscure, sub

standard dialects. They began to confuse inflections, to sim

plify ordrop them completely, and to place heavy emphasis on the 

roots of words as we do in Modern English. Meanwhile, French 

was the language of the day. With the English language in a 

state of confusion, the influence of Norman French was substan

tial, spreading into every area of society and changing the Eng

lish vocabulary at an amazing rate of speed by adding new words. 

The words listed on the following pages were direct contri

butions to the English language during the Norman French occu

pation; they illustrate dramatically the influence of social 

change on language. The inclusion of these words into our lan

guage in such a short period of time, just 450 years, caused not 

only fantastic vocabulary growth, but also a morphological simi

larity to French that remains today. A student of French is 

aware of the many words that language shares with our own, even 

though English is not a Romance language. This phenomenon is 

partly due to the occupation of the English throne by William 

the Conqueror and his successors. 

Modern students of English have an opportunity to greatly 

increase their verbal skills by learning the spelling, defini

tion and pronunciation of each unfamiliar word in this compilation. 

25 
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All are commonly used words, found in modern, standard dictionaries. 

Norman French Contributions to the English Language: 

Government and Administration 

administer crier mininster royal 

adjourn crown mistress scepter 

allegiance duchess nobility servant 

assembly duke noble sir 

authority empire parliament slave 

bailiff exchequer page sovereign 

baron exile peasant squire 

bondman govern peer state 

chamberlain government prince statute 

chancellor governor princess subject 

constable homage realm tax 

coroner liberty rebel tenement 

council madam record traitor 

count manor reign treason 

countess marquis repeal treasurer 

court marshal retinue tyrant 

courtier mayor revenue vassal 

The Law 

accuse assail banish convict 

acquit assault bar culpable 

adulterer assign bill decree 

advocate assize blame defendant 

- arraign attorney bounds depose 

arrest award complaint dower 

~.r. - -il b:'tt I ee","':,.';,' e.n c.',)Jnbrc.r-t:':":::_ 
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estate indictment panel punishment 

evidence inquest patrimony seize 

felon jail perjury sentence 

fine judge petition slander 

forfeit judgement plaintiff sue 

fraud juror plea suit 

heir jury plead summons 

heritage just pledge trespass 

implead larceny prison verdict 

imprison legacy proof warrant 

The Church 

abbess choir devotion mercy 

abbey clergy devout miracle 

absolution clerk divine miter 

adore cloister faith mystery 

anoint communion friar novice 

baptism confess heresy obedience 

cardinal confession hermit parson 

cathedral contrition homily passion 

censor convent image pastor 

chancel convert immorality penance 

chant creator incense piety 

chaplain crucifix lectern pity 

chapter damnation legate pray 

chari ty dean lesson prayer 

preach repent salvation surplice - prelate reverence sanctity temptation 
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prior reverend sanctuary theology 

psalm sacrament savior trinity 

redemption sacrifice schism vicar 

religion sacrilege sermon virgin 

remission saint sexton virtue 

Art and Literature 

art expound parchment sculpture 

beauty grammar pen story 

chronicle image poet title 

clause music preface tone 

color noun prologue tragedy 

compile painting prose treatise 

copy paper romance volumne 

Science and Medicine 

ague gender medicine pleurisy 

anatomy geometry ointment poison 

apothecary gout pain pulse 

arsenic jaundice palsy remedy 

balm lay paralytic stomach 

debility leper pestilence study 

distemper logic physician sulfer 

figure malady plague surgeon 

Home and Social Life 

arras column lantern porch 

basin conversation latch quilt -
bay couch lattice recreation 
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blanket counterpane leisure revel 

- carol coverlet lintel ribald 

ceiling curtain lute screen 

cellar cushion mansion sconce 

chair dais melody tabor 

chamber dalliance minstrel towel 

chandelier dance palace tower 

checkers fool parlor turret 

chess garret pillar wardrobe 

chimney juggler pinnacle wicket 

closet lamp 

Fashion 

adorn button dress garment 

amethyst cape embellish garnet 

apparel chaplet embroidery garter 

attire chemise emerald gown 

beaver cloak enamel habit 

blue coat ermine ivory 

boots collar fashion jewel 

brooch coral frock kerchief 

brown crystal fur lace 

buckle diamond galoshes luxury 

mitten plume saffron tassel 

ornament robe sapphire topaz 

pearl ruby satin train 

petticoat russet scarlet turquoise 

pleat sable taffeta vermillion 
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Meals and Cooking 

almonds fry orange sardine 

appetite goblet oyster saucer 

bacon grape pantry sausage 

beef grate peach sole 

bisquit gravy perch spice 

blanch gruel pigeon stew 

boil haunch plate sturgeon 

brawn herb platter sugar 

cherry jelly pomegranate supper 

cinnamon lemon pork sustenance 

clove lettuce porpoise tart 

confection loin pottage taste 

cream mackeral poultry thyme 

cruet marjoram pullet toast 

date mess raisin treacle 

dinner mince repast victuals 

endive mustard roast vinegar 

feast mutton salad veal 

fig nutmeg salmon venison 

fruit olives 

There are so many Norman French words which have been incor

porated into our language that Modern English sometimes seems 

very closely related to the Modern Romance languages. Cer~ 

tainly, French made a lasting impression on our vocabulary. 
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Spelling also changed in many ways; it was still not "fixed" 

or standardized. The French "ou" was incorporated into many 

words. Qui te a few words ended in "e," the remnant of an inf lec

tiona 1 suffix, which often came to indicate that the pre

ceding vowel was long. A vowel followed by two consonants was 

usually pronounced as a short vowel. A commonly used consonant 

blend, also reflecting an out-of-date suffix, "st," did not neces

sarily indicate that a vowel was short. Therefore, in Modern 

English, we vary the vowel pronunciation of -st words: fist

Christ, lost-ghost, breast-least. 13 

In 1204 King Phillip of France challenged the authority of 

King John, William's descendent, by seizing land in England. 

For more than a century, English and French kings struggled 

over the right to govern England. French interference finally 

motivated King Edward III to attack France, beginning the Hun

dred Years War in 1337. 

Practically no literature written in English during the French 

rule has been preserved. The most significant work, appearing 

at the end of the Middle English Period is The Canterbury Tales 

by Geoffrey Chaucer. Chaucer was an innovative writer who added 

new descriptive words by "kenning," putting two nouns, such as 

"swan's path," together to describe the ocean. It is remarkable 

that we have so much of Chaucer's work. Most literature from 

the Middle English Period was not written down but transferred 

by word of mouth from year to year. Near the end of the fif

teenth century, William Caxton introduced movable type and print

ing to England. In 1485 he printed Sir Thomas Malory's Le Morte 

Darthur, a book about the legendary King Arthur, and a new age 

of language and literature began. 
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VIII. The Modern English Period 

The year 1500 marks the beginning of the Modern English Period. 

While the English of the sixteenth century is different from that 

spoken today, linguistic expertise is not required in order to 

read it; any efficient Modern English reader can figure it out. 

In the 1500's, early publishers and writers were beginning to 

use grammar and punctuation recognized today. The "-es" ending 

was by now used for practically all noun plurals, regardless of 

case. A new form was gaining popularity on the genitive case. 

Pre-Renaissance Englishmen showed possession by using the word 

"his," as they were no longer familiar with a specific genitive 

inflectional system. "For God, his sake" or "Richard, his garden" 

were sixteenth century possessive constructions. The "h" sound 

was lost in conversation, which led to eventual replacement of 

the word "his" in written works with "_'s". Therefore, the 

phrase, "Richard's garden" is typical of the genitive construc

tion we use today. 

Many changes were made in pronoun forms during this period 

as well. Middle English speakers had used I, me, mine, and my 

in the first person, as one does today. They used "my," how

ever, only before a word beginning with a consonent sound, and 

"mine" before a word beginning with a vowel sound or "h." "My 

skirt" or "my wife," for example, as opposed to "mine home" or 

"mine axe." Within the next 200 years, this distinction was 

lost. The fool in William Shakespeare's King Lear frequently 

refers to his master as "my nuncle," a misunderstanding of the 

older "mine uncle" construction. Similarly, the names "Ned" 

and "Nell" may be derivations of "mine Ed" and "mine Elenor.,,14 
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During this period, the second person pronoun usage distin

guished between singular and plural form instead of using "you" 

for both as we do today. Thou, thee, thy, and thine were singu

lar while ye, you, and your were plural. In the late 1200's, 

the "y" forms began serving a singular "formal" function on occa

sion, imitating the formal and friendly forrns of "you" found 

in the Romance languages, tu and vous in French, for example, 

or tu and usted in Spanish. The "th" forms remained in use in 

a few dialects until the eighteenth century. They were standard 

at the time the King James version of the Bible was printed. 

About the time of the Renaissance, the "-n't" negative con

traction began to appear in written works, although this form 

then, as now, was considered colloquial. In personal letter and 

note writing, however, the "-n't" construction was commonly used. 

As in the genitive "_'s" construction, the apostrophe indicates 

the fact that one or more letters have been left out. 

Great authors of the Renaissance, some of the greatest who 

have ever lived, felt that the resources of the vocabulary, in 

spite of its incredible growth thus far, were too limited for 

effective literary expression, so they developed new words of 

their own. Edmund Spenser revived many Old English terms and 

meanings, especially those of Chaucer, whose work he admired 

greatly. Sir Thomas More and William Shakespeare also made sub

stantial contributions to the language, mainly by adding familiar 

affixes to Greek and Latin words to create new terms with more 

specific meanings. This is one of the most obvious means of 

making changes within a language. Several examples of words 
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coined by sixteenth century scholars which have been adopted into 

standard Modern English are listed below: 

Renaissance Vocabulary Enrichment 

abject anachronism atmosphere comprehensible 

absurdity analogy autograph concomitance 

acceptance animate barricade congratulate 

accomodate anticipate beneficence consolidate 

adapt antipathy benefit consonancy 

adumbrate apostrophe capsule conspicuous 

agile applicate catastrophe critical 

alienate appropriate cavalier damnability 

allure armada combustible demonstrate 

allusion assasinate compatible denunciate 

detector excogitate harass meditate 

dexterious excrement hereditary misanthrope 

dexterity excrescence horrid modest 

dire excursion impenitent modesty 

disability exert impersonal monopoly 

discountenance exhaust impertinency monosyllable 

dislocate exhilarate implacability mutiny 

disrespect exist implacable necessitate 

dissipate expectation inclemency obscene 

emanation expensive incorporeal obstruction 

emancipate experience indifference palisade 

emphasis explain indistinguish- paradox 
able 

emulate expostulation infrequent pathetic 

encyclopedia extenuate initiate pell-mell 
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endurable exterminate insane pendant 

eradicate external insinuate placability 

eruditely extinguish inveigh premedila ted 

erupt extract inviolable pretext 

exact fact irrefragable prodigious 

exaggerate frivolous irritate reliance 

exasperate frugal jocular renegade 

excavate frugality jovial submerged 

excerpt habitual jurisprudence vast 

More conservative scholars ridiculed these new words, feeling 

that they were "foreign" and would never gain acceptance or per

manence in the language. They scornfully referred to them as 

"inkhorn terms." With the new printing press, however, these new 

words became permanently incorporated into English. 

The utilization of movable type made it practical for authors 

to make a living by writing, and the amount and quality of liter

ature improved tremendously. Several translations of the Bible 

were among the first books printed, including the King James 

Bible in 161l. 

Spelling was not fixed, and men spelled as best they could, 

according to convention and convenience. Shakespeare frequently 

experimented with the letters in his own name. A modern student 

of the history of language and literature can learn many valu

able and enjoyable lessons simply by reading for himself some 

of the works of the English Renaissance. 

A by-product of the renewed interest in foreign words was an 

interest in etymology, the history of a word's origin and devel

opment. Scholars attempted to make English spellings more like 
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their supposed Latin source words. Theyinserted the "b" in 

"debt" and "doubt," though it was not pronounced even then, 
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because "b" appears in their etymological Latin ancestors, debi-

tum and dubitare. Silent letters were added to words like 

indict, subtle, and receipt, giving them a Latin look. Sometimes 

the etymologies were incorrect, as was the belief that the ori-

ginal English word iland came from the Latin insula, but the 

"s " once added, was retained even after the error was "disco-

vered. The "1" in "vault" and "fault" was also added during 

this period. Originally these words rhymed with "thought" and 

"ought." We have not only kept the "1" over the years, but 

have begun to pronounce it as well. 

Up until the seventeenth century, it never occurred to any-

one that there was a need for English grammar, even though 

everyone unconsciously followed many complex rules when speak-

ing English. Children went to grammar school, but the grammar 

h t d ' d ' l' h 15 t ey s u ~e was Lat~n, not Eng ~s . 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there was 

a surge of interest in an English grammar. Scholars attempted 

to make grammar conform to strict rules of form and usage, and 

asserted that there was an incorrect and a correct way to speak 

and write. These "prescriptive" grammarians devoted themselves 

to pointing out errors in books and conversation. Unfortunately, 

they believed that English, in order to be grammatically pure, 

should conform to the rules of Latin, a completely different 

language. This comparative attitude creates many of the com-

plications and confusions that cause such a negative attitude 

toward grammar in students today. For example, prescriptive 
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English grammar stated that a verb has six tenses, as it does in 

Latin. The present tense form of eat, in Latin is edi, "I eat." 

The future tense is constructed by inflection: edebo "I will eat." 

In word-order English, however, a person can say, "I will eat, 

I shall eat, I eat tomorrow, I am going to eat, I expect to eat, 

I plan to eat, I hope to eat, I may eat." There are about twenty

five ways to indicate the action of eating in the future, yet 

none of these is a future tense in the Latin sense because the 

root word, "eat," is the same in every instance. 16 

All of this interest in words, definitions, etymology, and 

usage had a beneficial effect. It motivated the science of lexi

cography, or simply, dictionary making. Before the 1750's, the 

only dictionaries were those which provided foreign words with 

their English equivalents. In 1755, Samuel Johnson published 

his great work, A Dictionary of the English Language. By today's 

standards it is unreliable and inadequate, but it paved 

the way for modern dictionaries, most of which are accurate 

and indispensible. The highest achievements in scholarly, sci

entific lexicography are the American Merriam-Webster diction

aries and the British Oxford English Dictionary. 

Most of the spelling differences between British and Ameri

can English can be attributed to Noah Webster's A Grammatical 

Institute of the English Language, published in America in 1783. 

Webster changed the English -ise suffix to -ize, and the -ence 

in defense, pretense, and recompense to -ense. 
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British Spellings 

cheque, masque, risque 

colour, honour, armour 

behaviour, flavour 

labour, neighbour 

centre, theatre, metre, 

manoeuvre 

-que to -k 

-our to -or 

-re to -er 

picnick, musick, publick 

traffick, logick 

-cR to -c 
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Webster's American Spellings 

check, mask, risk 

color, honor, armor 

behavior, flavor 

labor, neighbor 

center, theater, meter, 

manoeuver 

picnic, music, public 

traffic, logic 

Webster's influence cannot be ignored, yet the greatest dif

ferences between European and American English cannot be attribu

ted to a single man or event. Many social and geographical fac

tors have contributed to the American vocabulary. 
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14 Pyles, p. 199. 

15 John Algeo, "Linguistics: ~Jhere Do We Go From Here?" 

English Journal, 58 (Jan. 1969), pp. 103-12. 

l6Edwin A. Hoey, "History Might Help," English Journal, 

57 (Oct. 1968), pp. 1041-44. 
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IX. America: The Land of Linguistic Change 

Every aspect of American history is fascinating; the rise of 

the United States, from a vast expanse of relatively uninhabited 

wilderness to a powerful, literate, highly industrialized nation 

in just 350 years, is phenomenal. It is extrordinarly fortunate 

to have discovered and settled a large country within the era of 

accurately recorded history. The study of the growth and devel-

opment of the American vocabulary is the most significant and 

reliable means of understanding linguistic change the world has 

ever known. 

America is truly a melting pot of races, cultures, and lan-

guages. In the seventeenth century, the American Indians were 

in a position similar to that of the Celts in Britain a thou-

sand years before. The Eastern seaboard was overrun by settlers. 

English merchants founded the Jamestown, Virginia colony as 

early as 1607. During the twenties and thirties, more than 

twenty thousand English Puritans settled in the New England 

area. With them, they brought the English language of seven-

teenth century Britain. Small Dutch and Swedish communities 

were settled in New York and Pennsylvania before the English 

arrived, and the promise of religious freedom attracted German, 

17 French, and European Jews to the new world. The earliest 

settlers were confronted with vegetation, land features, and 

human and animal life they had never seen before, and they had 

no words to describe them. The American vocabulary grew with 

the population. Every known process of vocabulary enrichment 

was applied to the American language. 
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The simplest way of developing a new word is by imitating a 

sound when it is heard, and giving that sound a written represen-

tation. Such imitations are called onomatopoeic or echoic word. 

The sound made by a bird gave it the name bobwhite. Appropri-

ately, an oil well is called a gusher and a small broom, a whisk 

broom. Automobiles crash, hands clap, and twigs snap according 

to the same principle. 

Sometimes a spontaneous sound is uttered and understood by 

enough people to be written down as a new word. Outbursts which 

become words are called ejaculations. Virtually everyone on our 

continent understands "ouch" and "huh," two classic American 

ejaculations. 

The mixture of French, Spanish, German, Dutch, and English 

speaking people in America lead to the creation of new words 

through folk etymology, which is, simply, a misunderstanding. 

Folk etymology itself is a complex linguistic study, requiring 

vast knowledge and research. It is also one of the most fas-

cinating and enjoyable aspects of the science. Here are a few 

words that early Americans heard spoken by their foreign friends, 

and adapted as well as their own hearing and speech permitted. 

. lk l' 18 Amer~can Fo Etymo og~es 

carryall from the French carriole, "wagon" 

crayfish from the French ecrevisse, "crab" 

coleslaw from the Dutch koolsla, "cabbage salad" 

greyhound from the Scandanavian ~, "dog" 

muskrat from the Algonquin Indian name for the animal, 

musquash 

woodchuck from the Algonquin Indian name for the animal, 

otchek 
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These words appear to be compounds, when actually they were 

misunderstandings. To an early settler, the French carriole 

sounded like "carryall," a logical name for a type of wagon. 

Actually carriole is simply a word, like wagon, and does not 

describe the function of the object. There is no such thing 

as a cray, although "crayfish" seems to be a compound word, and 

a greyhound is not gray in color. Settlers adopted other mis

understood words, such as Yankee (from the Dutch Jan kees, 

"Jack cheese"), alligator (from the Spanish el legato, "the 

lizard"), lariat (from the Spanish la reata) ,'Ithe rope," and 

carouse (from the German gar~) "all out." 

The vast majority of new words in the English vocabulary 

have simply been borrowed, incorporated into English in their 

foreign forms, or made to look and sound more like English words. 

Here are some of the common borrowings from various nationali

ties who populate America which are understood by practically 

everyone 

American 

catalpa 

coyote 

hickory 

moccasin 

African 

banana 

banjo 

in this 

Indian 

German 

braunschweiger 

dachsund 

country. 

moose 

oppossum 

papoose 

pecan 

goober 

gorilla 

ersatz 

gesundheit 

powwow 

raccoon 

skunk 

gumbo 

voodoo 

noodle 

plunder 

squaw 

toboggan 

tomahawk 

yam 

zombie 

pretzel 

p~~mpernickel 
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delicatessen hamster poltergeist sauerkraut 

dobermann kindergarten poodle seminar 

waltz 

Dutch 

bakery caboose Santa Claus spook 

.u<.:0spread cookie sleigh stoop 

boss dope snoop waffle 

Portuguese 

albint) flamingo molasses 

Italian 

alto duo maraschino spaghetti 

artichoke fresco miniature stanza 

balcony fugue motto stiletto 

balloon ghetto piano studio 

bandit gondola pizza torso 

bravo grotto portico trio 

broccoli incognito prima donna trombone 

cameo inferno presto umbrella 

canto influenza ravioli vendetta 

carnival lagoon regatta vermicelli 

casino lasagna replica vibrato 

cello lava scope viola 

cupola maestro solo violin 

dilettante malaria sonata volcano 

Spanish 

adobe castanets guitar ranch -
anchovy chaparral hacienda rodeo 



armadillo -
avacado 

barbecue 

barracuda 

bolero 

bonanza 

bronco 

buckaroo 

calaboose 

cannibal 

canyon 

cargo 

cask 

French 

amateur 

ballet 

baton 

beau 

boullion 

brochure 

brunette 

bureau 

cafe 

camouflage 

chaise longue 

champagne 

chaperon 

chiffon 

chocolate 

cigar 

cinch 

cocoa 

cordovan 

cork 

corral 

desperado 

domino 

embargo 

flotilla 

frijoles 

galleon 

coupon 

crepe 

crochet 

debris 

debut 
:L ;-.j- f r 
deluxe 

denouement 

detour 

elite 

encore 

ensemble 

entree 

etiquette 

finance 

hoosegow 

lasso 

mantilla 

mesa 

mosquito 

mulatto 

mustang 

negro 

palmetto 

patio 

pinto 

poncho 

pueblo 

hors d'oeuvre 

impasse 

invalid 

laissez-faire 

liaison 
I I, f' (. _.:, -

lingerie 

massage 

matinee 

menage 

menu 

morale 

morgue 

naive 

negligee 
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sierra 

siesta 

silo 

sombrero 

stampede 

stevedore 

tamale 

tango 

tomato 

tornado 

tortilla 

vamoose 

rapport 

ration 

ravine 

repartee 

repertoire 
\ .~ .. j 1"/ '_ , I 

restaurant 

reveille 

revue 
/ 

risque 

rouge 

saloon 

salon 

savoir faire 

soup 
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chute flair nuance souvenir 

cigarette foyer passe suede 

. I 
cl~che fuselage penchant surveillance 

commandant genre plateau svelte 

I 
communique glacier police tete-a-tete 

connoisseur grippe premiere vignette 
/ 

coupe hangar protege 

Yiddish and Hebrew 

amen jubilee sabbath shlemeil 

cherub Jehova.1 ... : Satan shlmozel 

hallelujah rabbi sereph 

Chinese 

catchup chow mein judo samurai 

chop suey ginseng kimono soy 

chow hara-kiri ricksha tea 

tycoon 

Hawaiian 

hula lei luau ukelele 

wahine 

Words borrowed from ethnic groups who have been in America 

the longest, such as Dutch, French, and Indian words, are usu-

ally the most familiar. German, African, and Yiddish terms 

are much more common in areas where their descendents are con-

centrated. Spanish is widely understood in the Southwest, but 

less commonly known on the East Coast. As evidence of lingu-

istic change, newer foreign borrowings will spread nationwide 

in this mobile society. At the present time, Americans on the 
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West Coast are becoming more familar each day with Arabic foods 

and words. 

New inventions frequently create a need for new words. Some

times a totally original word, a root creation, is invented to 

describe a product. Kodak, nylon, and dacron are examples of 

words that are entirely original inventions. More often a new 

creation adopts the name of its creator, of the place where it 

originated, or of a word used to describe a similar object or 

process. "Derrick" was the name of a famous hangman, and the 

Earl of Sandwich had a strange habit of eating meat between two 

slices of bread. The wisteria takes nambe from its breeder, 

Casper Wister. The words "lynch" and "boycott" were both ori

ginally the names of men whose characteristic actions were so 

novel that their names became words in our language through 

association. Tuxedo vias the Indian name for an area in New York 

where an exclusive resort was located, and where formal clothes 

were worn. Vaseline derives its name from the German word 

wasser, "water,;' and the Greek word elaion, "oil." Sometimes 

a product is used so commonly that its brand name becomes a 

common word, for example, jello, band-aid, and kleenex. 

The process of vulcanizing derived its name from the Greek 

god Vulcan, master of the forge. Reference is often made to 

Greek and Roman myths when a new term is needed. Jovial, aph

rodesiac, tantalize, martial, erotic, psyche, narcissism, and 

venereal are all examples of new words which allude to classical 

mythology. 
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Modern words are frequently formed by shortening longer 

words or phrases. A blend combines two words into one. Smog 

is a combination of "smoke" and "fog," a motel is a "motor hotel." 

An acronym takes the initial letters in a phrase and combines 

them into a single word. "Scuba" stands for self-contained 

underwater breathing apparatus. Radar and lasar have similar 

technical meanings. Acronyms are popular as titles for organi

zations, NOW standing for "National Organization for Women," 

for example, and for political movements, such as the American 

and Russian Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty conferences, better 

known as the SALT talks. Other common American acronyms are 

TV, OK, NASA, NATO, and UN. 

Often, a long word is shortened to an essential syllable in 

conversation, a process of linguistic change known as clipping. 

Usually clipping is simple a matter of logical simplification. 

Compare, for example, the American "bra" with the French "bras

siere." Bra is psychologically easier to say--quicker--and 

much simpler to spell. 

Compounding, or putting two known words together to form a 

new word, has always been a popular means of adding new words 

to the vocabulary. Since Chaucer's day, men have been combin

ing two or more words to create a new word with a specific 

meaning. Practically any combination of words, with frequent 

use, can become a compound with a single meaning. 
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ComEounding Chart 

noun verb adjective adverb 

eyeball hairdo bloodthirsty worthwhile 

noun 
wristwatch sightsee streetwise sundown 

cry-baby has-been fail-safe take-off 
verb 

turnstyle sleepwalk blowhard checkup 

busy-body stronghold redhot blackout 
adj. 

highway whitewash true-blue straightaway 

overhead stillborn evergreen inbetween 
adv. 

offhand outstanding uptight throughout 

Often, commonly used phrases become frequently used com

pounds (matter-of-fact, nevertheless, forget-me-not, run-of-the 

mill) . 

Settlers coming to America compounded words such as bull

frog, groundhog, prairie dog, backwoods, underbrush, and foot

hills to describe new animals and surroundings. Colonial life 

introduced log cabin, popcorn, prickly heat, town meeting, and 

spelling bee. Compounding remains the most popular source of 

inventing new words; it happens every day. 

Sometimes a single word takes on many new meanings, and can 

be used as a part of speech other than it was originally, a pro

cess known as functional shift. The possibilities of usage, and 

the affixes which apply to each new function, create new words 

from the old one. The word "stone," originally a noun only, has 
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taken on a variety of definitions and endings over the years. 

Thus, stoning, a verb, means "killing a person or animal with 

stones." Stoned means "killed by stones," or, in modern usage, 

"intoxicated by drugs or alcohol." Animal names frequently take 

on affixes and under-go functional shift, creating words such as 

sheepish, dogged, wolfed, catty, and foxy. 

A final form of vocabulary enrichment, and one that any per-

son can easily recognize, is the invention of slang terms. Slang 

differs from standard vocabulary in that it is usually under

stood onl~l by members of a certain social group, and frequently 

falls out of the language when that group divides. Occasionally, 

a slang word is so widely used that it eventually becomes an ac-

cepted part of standard English. Slang should not be used in 

formal speech or writing when the record is meant to endure, 

when an exact definition is necessary, when factual information 

is communicated, when communicating with a large selection of 

people, or when attempting to command the respect of the listen-

19 
er. 

Evidence of the different developments of British and Ameri

can English is the variation in slang terms from continent to 

continent. Obvious examples are the slang names for policemen; 

cops, coppers, fuzz during the sixties, and the derogatory term, 

pig: compared with the British "bobby" and the Irish "peeler," 

both derivations of the name of Sir Robert Peeler, a nineteenth 

century British politician. 

British vs. American Vocabulary 

British 

green grocer 

afters 

bisquit 

American 

produce dealer 

dessert 

cookie 



British 

lorry 

minerals 

greasy road 

right wheel 

corn 

maize 

bunker an automobile 

lift 

underground or tube 

bonnet (of a car) 

boot (of a car) 

electric torch 

ring up 

chemist 

flat 

queue 

perambulator or pram 

compere 

coach 

treacle 

interval 

caravan 

plimsolls 

American 

truck 

soft drinks 

slippery road 

right turn 

grain 

corn 

service an automobile 

elevator 

subway 

hood (of a car) 

trunk (of a car) 

flashlight 

telephone or call 

pharmacist 

apartment 

(waiting) line 

baby carriage 
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emcee (master of ceremonies) 

bus 

molasses 

intermission 

trailer 

tennis shoes or sneakers 

An amateur study of slang is a good way to begin using what 

students know and observe about linguistics. Be aware of new 

slang terms, especially compounds, among groups at school and 

members of a family. If the term endures for even a short 
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period of time, chances are one will soon see it written in let

ters or graffiti. Its spelling will become standardized. It 

may eventually take on new endings and meanings. Perhaps the 

next generation will accept this word as standard English; it 

will be found in dictionaries and scholarly writings. Years from 

now, students of the history of language will study the develop

ment of this word, and understand why it has an effect on the 

language of their time. 



l7George Perkins et al, eds., The American Tradition in 

Literature I, 4th ed. (New York: Grosset & Dunlap) pp. 3-8. 

18 pyles, pp. 302-3. 
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19Dennis R. Dean, "Slang is Language, Too!" English Journal, 

51 (May 1962), pp. 323-26. 
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x. Progress 

Language is man's most useful tool; he is constantly experi

menting with sounds and letters. In the last chapter, several 

ways in which new words enter a language were discussed. When 

these words assimilate into the language of a community, new 

meanings, spellings, and grammatical constructions immediately 

follow. A. never-ending pattern of linguistic growth has been 

established. 

Human mobility and the passage of time are two factors 

usually responsible for major linguistic change. The ventures 

of the Romans, the Norman French, and the early American set

tlers influenced the English language to an incredible extent, 

as did several other instances in which human beings took their 

language to a new land and shared it with others. While such 

changes are obvious and distinct, the subtle changes brought 

by years of human usage and progress have had a greater effect 

on the growth and change of all languages. Linguistic develop

ments which have root causes in the distant past and effects 

which occur in the present are always difficult, often nearly 

impossible, to explain practically, but simply understanding 

that language progresses along with mankind helps anyone rea

lize that such developments occur for definate reasons, and 

are not totally unexplainable or without logical cause. The 

English language of the twentieth century is as far removed 

from that spoken by the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes who inhabited 

the British Isles in the first century as our modern lifestyle 

is from theirs, yet we cannot deny its right to parentage. 
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Every word, letter, and punctuation mark has a purpose based on 

a need, as does every meaning and construction. Language pro

gresses naturally, but not haphazardly. 

During the twentieth century, great strides have been made 

by scholars in every aspect of medicine, technology and economics. 

Great progress has also been made in the study of language. 

Scientific principles aid in a more accurate, complete study of 

language than' ever before. The men who study linguistics are 

becoming more knowledgeable and specialized with each passing 

year. The past is more thoroughly recorded and the present 

undergoes such rapid changes within one's lifetime that prepara

tion for the future is more practical and more crucial than ever. 

Some see the need for a totally new alphabet. Our greatest 

modern playwright, George Bernard Shaw, is said to have made 

provisions in his will for the development of a new set of sym

bols. New words and meanings are obvious in our everyday lives, 

progressing with current technology and social events. Dic

tionaries must be constantly updated and revised, lexicography 

was not a complete science in the days of Noah Webster by any 

means. Many people see the adaptation of a universal language, 

one spoken and understood by everyone in the world, as the only 

means of keeping pace with the progress of the communications 

mediums of today. 

Language is what makes man human. It is the mastery of this 

tool that sets him apart from all other living things, and man 

continues to build and improve language as he does all his 

other tools. He understands that he will never outgrow its 

usefulness, but that he must constantly develop it to suit his 



ever more complicated needs. That is progress. 

A truly successful society develops its resources to their 

fullest capacity. Only man has the resource which allows him 

to learn from others in the past as well as those with whom he 

co-exists. Communication, language, is his key to constant 

progress; they grow together. The future development of lan

guage is as unlimited as the future advancement of mankind. 
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